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Music as a kind of culture should be cognized and understood in its context. The 
native music should be more studied and analyzed according to the native culture. The 
present study elaborates Jinhua Wu Opera as a local cultural legacy applying the 
music anthropologic view and research method including fieldwork, close interview, 
and questionnaire survey.   
This thesis consists of five sections:  
The first section is the preface: It takes Jinhua Wu Opera as the study objective to 
demonstrate origins and reasons of the local cultural heritage’s memory and 
inheritance. Meanwhile, this part researches the present situation of the opera and put 
forward the method of study.  
Chapter one based on the analysis of the birth and development of Jinhua Wu 
opera in order to clarify the specific geographic environment influence on the native 
culture Wu opera--this local cultural heritage. And it introduced the Wu opera as a 
kind of drama performances which has its own procession of formation, development 
and transition in this particular area Jinhua.  
Chapter two analyzed the art characteristics of Jinhua Wu opera, including music 
style; role system; masks art; costumes and props and performance characteristics, etc. 
Chapter three applied the On-the-spot investigation method to collect the cultural 
symbol of the opera in Wu region and analyzed the cultural connotation of Wu opera. 
This thesis used methods of fieldwork, questionnaire survey, etc. to collect the 
distribution and inheritance of the opera before the founding and after founding. 
The conclusion part summarized the passage and recommended the inheritance 
and the pedagogy of Wu opera for the future. 
The general questions to be addressed in this research paper are as follows:  
    1. The historical origins of Wu opera. This opera contains lots of different 
operatic tunes, such as Gaoqiang, Kunqu, Luantan, Huidiao, Tanhuang and Shidiao. It 
dated from the middle period of the Ming Dynasty and the first question in this thesis 














Ming and Qing Dynasty opera. 
    2. The connection between Wu opera and the region of Jinhua. Today, Wu opera 
exits for a long time, which contains a large amount of Jinhua regional cultural 
symbols and Wu opera contains culture memory. This is the second question the paper 
focused. 
3. The inheritance of Wu opera. Before the founding, Wu opera teaching 
approaches mainly depended on face-to-face, whereas after the founding, lots of 
courses and art colleges have been appeared. The third question in this paper is 
analyzed the teaching approaches between traditional and the modern teaching 
patterns.  
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1.09 万平方公里，人口 461.41 万。金华古属越国地，秦入会稽郡，自三国吴宝
鼎元年（226 年）置郡始名东阳以来，历名金华、婺州，或设郡、州、路、府，
或设道、区、专区和地区。1985 年 5 月，国务院批准撤 金华地区，分设金华、
衢州两市，实行市管县体制。金华市辖金华、永康、武义、浦江、磐安五县和兰
溪、东阳、义乌三个县级市及婺城区。1992 年 10 月，撤 永康县设立永康县



































                                                        
① 资料参见金华市地方志编纂委员会编《金华市志》[Z]．杭州：浙江人民出版社，1992． 
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